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“DEFINITION OF “ILLEGALLY LOGGED” 

As per our main submission, we propose that this be amended to: “harvested in contravention of 
Forest-related National and Sub-national laws in force in the place (whether or not in Australia) 
where the timber was harvested”. We wish to provide more information on this matter: 

 

a. “Forest” Laws 
The intent of the Bill is to improve forest governance, this should be explicitly reflected in the 
definition. This will significantly reduce business compliance costs whilst still maintaining regulatory 
effectiveness. Anything that unnecessarily adds significant costs and barriers to imports of legal timber 
and wood products, without increasing regulatory effectiveness, is extremely undesirable and could be 
regarded as acting as a trade barrier, especially when lower cost (but equally effective) “pathways” are 
available.  
 

Also, throughout the illegal logging process the Government has promoted the goal of their policy 
and future law as being about improving forest governance: “reducing forest degradation, protecting 
habitat and biodiversity, protecting sustainable livelihoods, reducing global carbon emissions and 
ensuring government revenue” (http://www.daff.gov.au/forestry/international/illegal-logging, 
http://www.daff.gov.au/forestry/international/illegal-logging/background and the original Jaakko 
Poyry Report http://www.daff.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/785065/illegal_logging_report.pdf)  
 

The broad definition of “illegally logged” as in the Bill (“harvested in contravention of laws in force in 
the place [whether or not in Australia] where the timber was harvested”) does not reflect the specific 
goal of improved forest governance and laws. Rather, it could be about any laws. In this way it 
exposes businesses to great uncertainty and massive potential compliance burdens of not just 
having to ensure compliance to forest laws, but also to a far larger number of non-forest laws such 
as human rights, OHS, trade, customs laws, competition, tax, employment, export and criminal laws.  
 

Of course it would be good if compliance to such non-forest laws could be increased, but Australian 
importers, and especially small businesses, should not and cannot be expected to operate as some 
kind of proxy human-rights and general legal compliance watch-dog in overseas countries.  
 

We have done case studies for two countries of harvest (Germany and the US) to illustrate this 
compliance cost problem that would be created by the current broad and loose definition of “illegally 
logged” (see Attachment 1). We have only chosen National and EU Acts and Regulations, not State 
or Municipal laws, nor forest codes, because of the short notice of the inquiry and resultant lack of 
time.  
 

 
 



Germany – From the sources and data available we estimate that there are twelve German Federal 
Acts/Regulations, plus four EU Acts/Regulations that specifically relate to Forest Governance. If 
importers have to ensure compliance to non-forest laws, this increases to sixty-three Federal plus 
thirty-three EU Acts/Regulations (total = ninety-six laws). Making the reasonable assumption that 
compliance costs are, to some degree, proportional to the number of laws, if importers have to ensure 
compliance to ninety-six laws, this would cost far more than just ensuring compliance to sixteen forest 
related laws.  
 

United States - We estimate that there are twelve US Federal Acts that specifically relate to Forest 
governance. If importers have to ensure compliance to non-forest laws then the number of laws 
increases to thirty eight, with resultant significant increases in compliance costs. 
 

b. “National and Sub-national” laws 
Clarification - By this we also include nationally enacted (in the country of harvest) international 
treaties and conventions, but not non-enacted treaties, or those international treaties which the 
country of harvest is not a signatory to.  
 

Support for National Sovereignty 
One of the best ways that Australia can reduce illegal logging is by supporting national sovereignty 
in the countries of harvest; that is, doing all that we can do to support the Governments in these 
countries in formulating, passing and enforcing their own forest laws. Australia should not act in a 
way that diminishes Government authority or responsibility, such as by “imposing” non-enacted 
international treaties or conventions. 
 

International Treaties and Conventions 
There is a large set of international treaties and conventions that importers need to be aware of, 
and to ensure compliance to. Attachment 2 shows our estimate - five International Treaties and 
Conventions likely to be specifically applicable to forest harvest and management, but if non-forest 
international treaties are applied, this brings the total to forty-seven Treaties/Conventions. This 
would significantly increase compliance costs. It is also an unnecessary duplication, because 
National (plus State) laws cover forest governance quite adequately.   
 

Non-enacted tribal, customary, religious and archaic laws 
If compliance to these laws is required this would drive costs and uncertainty even higher.  
 

c. Total Number of Laws to ensure Compliance to 
(i) The Illegal Logging Bill seems to assume that importers are aware of, and understand, all the 
foreign laws that have to be complied with. This is not possible because of the sheer number of 
likely laws, as the following illustration shows: 
- One importer may source from say five countries.  
- Using the average of the US and Germany, assume each country has 67 National laws 
(Attachment 1).  
- Add to this an equivalent number of State/Province laws (as an estimate) = 67 
- Plus international treaties = 47 (Attachment 2) 
- TOTAL = 181 laws 
- Multiply by 5 countries = 905 laws. 
 

This excludes forest codes and municipal/local laws, so it is not unreasonable to assume that this 
“average” importer would have to be aware of and understand about 1,000 foreign laws, regulations 
and codes, and ensure compliance to these.  
 

(ii) If importers only have to ensure compliance to Forest-related National and Sub-National laws 
then this compliance burden is far less: 
- Using the average of the US and Germany, assume each country has 14 Forest-related laws.  
- Add to this an equivalent number of State/Province laws = 14 
- TOTAL = 28 laws, multiply by 5 countries = 70 laws. 
 

Add in forest codes and municipal/local laws and it would be reasonable to assume that in this case 
there would only be 100 foreign laws to ensure compliance with - one order of magnitude less than 
the case in (i). This illustrates why a tight definition of Illegal Logging just about Forest laws and 
only National and Sub-national laws, is crucial in keeping down compliance costs and ensuring 
business affordability. 
 

 



 

COST-BENEFIT CALCULATIONS 
 

Benefits 
In their Regulation Impact Statement the Australian Government presented the CIE estimate that 
the world-wide social and environmental benefits of stopping illegal logging would be around 
US$101.3 billion p.a. (page 14). The RIS estimated that Australia’s “share” of the worldwide illegal 
logging problem as 0.034% (page 7). That would correspond to a benefit to Australia of around 
0.034% of US$101.3 billion = AUD$34 million p.a.  
 

Costs 
Recent work from DAFF has found that there are around 10,000 “repeat” regular “business 
importers” of timber and timber products (as identified by HS customs codes). If the total  
compliance cost for each business is an average of AUD$20,000 per annum, this would mean that 
the “national compliance cost” would be 10,000 businesses x AUD$20,000 per business =  
AUD$200 million p.a.  
 

AUD$20,000 p.a. per importer is not an unreasonable estimate of compliance costs given that 
legality audits alone could cost $5,000 to tens of thousands of dollars per annum (see page 5 of our 
main Submission 
https://senate.aph.gov.au/submissions/comittees/viewdocument.aspx?id=75aabc7c-6712-430a-
871f-cf8762746c41.) To this has to be added reporting, declaration, research, risk-assessment, 
Due-Diligence, information systems, training, risk-mitigation and likely re-sourcing costs.  
 

Many complex and composite wood-based products have not been “picked up” by the HS Codes, 
so it is likely that the total number of wood-based product importers “to be regulated” could actually 
be more like twice this number, that is, 20,000 businesses, bringing total national compliance costs 
to AUD$400 million p.a. Even if no products were  “regulated”, but all importers were just subject to 
the Prohibition Requirement, common sense “Due care” to eliminate illegal timber in one’s imports 
would still cost a significant amount per business.    
 

Benefit:cost ratio 
The conservative estimate of cost (AUD$200 million p.a.) and benefit of AUD$34 million p.a. gives a 
benefit : cost ratio of 0.17 : 1 (34:200). This negative result is vastly different to the CIE positive 
estimate of benefit : cost being 1.2 : 1, because none of their cost estimates took into account the 
actual number of businesses and estimates of compliance costs per business. Even if our estimate 
of average compliance cost per business is too high, and costs are more like $10,000 per business 
per annum, this would still result in costs being three times greater than benefits.    
 

CONCLUSION 

Clearly, cost:benefit estimates of around 3:1 to 6:1 mean that active steps need to be taken to 
amend the Bill and design the regulations for least-possible business compliance costs, whilst still 
maintaining regulatory effectiveness. We recommend to the Committee that they seriously consider 
all of our Alliance’s amendments (as proposed in our main submission) as the best way to move 
towards a more favourable cost:benefit ratio and create greater business certainty: 
 

1. Definition of illegally logged to be “harvested in contravention of forest-related National and 
Sub-national laws in force in the place (whether or not in Australia) where the timber was 
harvested” 

2. A review of the business affordability and achievability of the Regulations, to occur one year after 
the Regulations come into force, with this requirement to be written into the bill. 

3. Delete major part of Section 14 (5). Also, that the “laws” referred to in this section are explicitly 
stated to be only forest-related National and Sub-national laws, to prevent this Due Diligence 
Section from being interpreted as requiring compliance to other laws.    

4. To give businesses time to comply with the Prohibition requirement in the most cost effective 
way, the Prohibition requirement to come into force at least twelve months after the bill 
receives Royal Assent. 

5. The Prohibition Fault element to be changed from the “default” of “knowingly, intentionally or 
recklessly”, to be explicitly stated as “knowingly or intentionally”.  

 
 
  
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 


